from Donald Bills to everyone: 1:12 PM
Where and how is this presentation available?
from Donald Bills to everyone: 1:13 PM
Neither have the Members of the committee...
from Donald Bills to everyone: 1:13 PM
I would suggest a bottom up management model.
from Ron Doba to everyone: 1:14 PM
Ron Doba would like to speak
from Bas Aja to everyone: 1:14 PM
Bas Aja to speak
from Patrick to everyone: 1:16 PM
The suggestions seem to be heavy on government and and regulation rather then solutions. It should be a bottom up approach. The local communities that have issues should be discussing the problems they have and or see coming and presenting solutions to this committee if they have hurdles to solving them.
from Donald Bills to everyone: 1:16 PM
Agree.
from Donald Bills to everyone: 1:18 PM
The past bill that has been submitted for rural GW management takes this approach with ADWR oversight. It is up to the local groups as to how they implement managements. BMA's are certainly a start.
from Sandy Fabritz to everyone: 1:21 PM
Sandy Fabritz request to speak.
from Kathy Ferris to everyone: 1:27 PM
I would like to speak
from Jocelyn Gibbon to everyone: 1:30 PM
Jocelyn Gibbon request to speak
from Ron Doba to everyone: 1:31 PM
Ron Doba would like to speak
from Bas Aja to everyone:  1:35 PM

Bas Aja to speak
from Stefanie smallhouse to everyone:  1:38 PM
I would like to speak please.
from Donald Bills to everyone:  1:39 PM
Would it be possible to provide the committee with the most recent Rural GW Management Bill as a point of discussion also?
from Kim Mitchell to everyone:  1:39 PM
Kim MItchell would like to speak
from Jordy Fuentes to everyone:  1:42 PM
Can someone put a link to the presentation in the chat. Thank you.
from Jocelyn Gibbon to everyone:  1:42 PM
Bas, a better process than what?
from Ron Doba to everyone:  1:44 PM
Ron Doba would like to talk
from Bas Aja to everyone:  1:45 PM
A better process than “30 smart people” saying “...here’s the model we have built for you.”
from Chris Kuzdas to everyone:  1:47 PM
Don't need to speak, but want to thank Jamie for taking the time to propose an initial framework for important discussions, I think the slides are a good start to a helpful discussion framework
from Jocelyn Gibbon to everyone:  1:47 PM
thank you. yes, agreed--involving many rural communities and stakeholders in the conversation is important!
from Ben Bryce, Staff AZ House Democrats to everyone:  1:58 PM
Can we get that link from the slide?
from Donald Bills to everyone:  2:14 PM
i would like to speak
from Ron Doba to everyone:  2:14 PM
Ron Doba would like to speak
from Carol Ward to everyone:  2:16 PM

We don't yet have the presentation posted but will soon. You can access it on the Council website at https://new.azwater.gov/gwaicc/meeting. The recording will be posted as well in 24-28 hours.

from Kathy Ferris to everyone:  2:19 PM

Given the workload, I recommend a workgroup. We did this in the Post 2025 AMA committee and it worked well.

from Ron Doba to everyone:  2:20 PM

Agree

from Chris Kuzdas to everyone:  2:20 PM

I agree with Ron, its important the discussion to continue in some way, and if that means some type of informal working group due to scheduling challenges, then I would support going that route

from Kathy Ferris to everyone:  2:21 PM

Also. I don't believe both co chairs must be at every meeting. That has happened in other Committees

from Donald Bills to everyone:  2:21 PM

Doe the cochairs want the committee members to forward their review comments these slides and meeting as well as the current Rural GW Management bills back to the committee BEFORE the next scheduled meeting?

from Bas Aja to everyone:  2:21 PM

Bas Aja would like to speak

from Jocelyn Gibbon to everyone:  2:22 PM

Jocelyn would like to speak

from Jean Bishop to everyone:  2:27 PM

Thank you for the conversation and for remembering rural areas such as Mohave County as well as our entire state of Arizona! We have different voices but need to unite on this important issue.

from Donald Bills to everyone:  2:29 PM

there was a suggestion to meet again in the next 30 days once the committee members have had a chance to review and comment on this meeting and discussion? RE: previous comment.

from Jordy Fuentes to everyone:  2:30 PM

Rep. Griffin's recommendation feels wholly reasonable to wait to see what the Governor is going to say in his State of the State and to see what Legislation may be introduced.

from Ron Doba to everyone:  2:30 PM

We have an informal workgroup for the Post 2025 Committee.
from Jocelyn Gibbon to everyone:  2:33 PM
I'd like to talk
from Kathy Ferris to everyone:  2:34 PM
That would be great Jocelyn
from Jocelyn Gibbon to everyone:  2:36 PM
My email: jocelyn@freshwaterpolicy.com
from Ron Doba to everyone:  2:36 PM
rdoba@cox.net